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Tailored  
environments

Virtual platforms are increasingly popular 
among businesses and organizations as they 
offer a cost-effective and user-friendly way to 
connect with people remotely. These platforms 
combine various elements, such as sales tools 

and online exhibitions, to create a tailored  
environment that can benefit businesses of all 
types and sizes. In this whitepaper, we explore 
how virtual platforms can be used to facilitate 
virtual events, sales, and marketing.

BENEFITS OF  
VIRTUAL PLATFORMS
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Virtual platforms offer B2B businesses a range 
of benefits, including the ability to connect with 
customers and prospects in real-time, regard-
less of their location. 

With a virtual platform, businesses can create  
a tailored environment that showcases their  
products and services, providing interactive  
and engaging experiences for visitors.  

This can include product demonstrations,  
virtual tours, and Q&A sessions with experts, 
among other things.

Furthermore, virtual platforms can be used to 
facilitate virtual events such as exhibitions, trade 
shows, and conferences, allowing businesses to 
reach a global audience without the expense of 

physical events. With a virtual platform,  
businesses can expand their reach, connect  
with a global audience, and drive growth in  
an increasingly digital world.

Intellian virtual platform - showroom

Intellian  virtual platform - product demonstration

Intellian virtual platform - markets overview

Intellian  virtual platform - webinar

Virtual Platforms 
for B2B Businesses
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Virtual platforms provide businesses with a 
cost-effective way to showcase their products 
and services, without the expense of physical 
events or exhibitions. 

These platforms offer a range of interactive and 
engaging features, such as: 

• Virtual product demonstrations. 
• Q&A sessions with experts, that help 

build brand awareness and drive sales. 

By creating a virtual environment tailored to 
their business needs, businesses can showcase 
their products and services in a way that is both 
memorable and informative, helping to estab-
lish their business as a leader in their industry.

Why Do I Need This in My Business?

Outfit International virtual showroom 
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There are many ways that businesses can use 
virtual platforms to achieve their goals, from 
facilitating virtual events, interactive product 
showcases, and interactive visualizations to 
knowledge-sharing platforms. 

By using virtual platforms in these and other 
ways, businesses can connect with stakeholders 
in a cost-effective and engaging way, helping to 
build brand awareness, drive sales, and estab-
lish themselves as leaders in their industry.

How Can You Use It?

Conclusion

In the reception

Onboarding new 
employees

Training your  
employees

In your  
exhibition stand LET PEOPLE IN TO 

YOUR COMPANY

Show who you 
are online

Selling a service 
or product

where can  
I use it?

In conclusion, virtual platforms are an essential 
tool for businesses of all types and sizes. By 
creating a tailored environment that showcases 
their products and services, businesses can pro-
vide engaging and interactive experiences for 
visitors, facilitating sales and marketing efforts. 
With virtual platforms, businesses can expand 
their reach, connect with a global audience, and 
drive growth in an increasingly digital world.


